Romeo and Juliet

When you hear the words, “Romeo and Juliet,” what do you think of? (themes, pop culture, etc.)
1.
2.
3.

Historical Background
William Shakespeare __________________________
Born and raised in ____________________________
Married, ____________________________ but, ____________________________
Shareholder in an acting company, ____________________________ later renamed ____________________________
Joint owner of ____________________________

The Globe Theater
Throughout its history: moved across a river, re-named, set on fire with a cannon during performance, torn down, rebuilt, etc.
Upper Class ____________________________
Groundling (Lower Class) ____________________________

Costumes, Sets, Performance
In the summer: ____________________________ In the winter: ____________________________
Costumes were always ____________________________, regardless of the play’s setting

Elizabethan Culture
She ruled from ____________________________
Crimes: __________________________________________________________________________
Entertainment: _______________________________________________________________________

Verona
City in ____________________________, the setting for Romeo and Juliet
Vendettas: ____________________________
Honor of Family required ____________________________

Romeo and Juliet
Written ____________________________ and set in ____________________________.